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ever since I1 began reading clinton F larson s poems I1
have expected much of him each time new products of his pen
appeared when I1 heard that he was writing verse plays and
having them staged here and abroad I1 admired him also for
his courage to write poetry drama in an unpoetic age is
hazardous to write religious plays is even more venture-
some many persons in a young zealous church might be ex-
pected to view with uneasiness the efforts of an imaginative
writer dealing with the most cherished and awe inspiring
events in scripture or church history the essence of creativity
being freedom to create the creative writer must be granted a
generous latitude this freedom presents both poet and critic
with problems for the poet the question is how valid is my
intuition the critic similarly should question any criteria that
offer themselves As karl jaspers suggested an innovation can
scarcely be judged adequately for it is part of the future that
is coming into being we need time to determine which creative
works are to be discarded and which woven into our tradi-
tions Is the creative artist to be rated on rigorous fidelity to
sacred writing and authoritative history or on his creative-
ness can the word which is often beyond words be voiced
in individual ways that depart from customary expression

so much for difficulties which dr larson faced as he
wrote the mantle of the prophet and the other dramas in the
volume in one sense however his problem was eased by the
fact that we cannot compare these plays with broadway or
hollywood drama but must see them in a class by themselves
they do not belong in the category of secular verse drama of
the elizabethan period or our own rather we must examine
them as potential religious experiences dr larson wished to
use the vivid devices of the theatre to lift significant moments
out of the matrix of print and give them compelling life on
the stage but these moments are those of spiritual crisis and
we cannot lose sight of that fact

because the playwright has chosen to workvork within the scope
of relatively few words and because his audiences will for the
most part know a

I1
good deal about his subjects he can employ
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a highly concentrated or elliptical treatment since many of his
characters already possess substance and color in the viewers
memories he can venture to recall traits or suggest salient
features with a few evocative strokes he accomplishes moti-
vation in the same rapid manner

how do the plays rate as potential religious experiences
they are I1 imagine highly effective nonmembersNonmembers of the
church would probably need a bit of preparation except for
mary of nazareth which could be done through an introduc-
tory talk or an explanatory preface in the program otherwise
a playclayilayliay such as the brother of jared might seem overcrypticovercryptic and
unfocused until the rays begin to concentrate on the climax
but for persons with some degree of preparation most of the
plays particularly the mantle of the prophet should afford
spiritual experiences of a high order moreover they would
gain by repeated viewing the best poetic passages will have
I1 predict a perennial freshness As marden J clarkdarkoark warns in
an admirable foreword many of the passages are not trans-
parentlyparent ly simple their contributions to worship resemble those
to be found in harmonies of rich musicmusic which do not become
trite but continue to unfold there are of course many lines
which are limpid and clear but worth cherishing in memory
as when in third nephi laceuslachus mourning the death of
rachel declares

death is as smooth as the sea
soft but unyielding and dark
and I1 can never speak to her again

only a little later however nephi describes the coming of the
savior thus

he came like the steel of our conscience of truth
quietly his voice the urgency of life

and a few lines farther on speaking of loved ones believed
dead in the disaster to the city he says

they are as the stalks of wheat
that dry golden in the fields though they die
unto god they do not die in him for the germ
remains the spirit that is eternal
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the overtones in this are above the simple renewal of life in
the spring or resurrection as we customarily visualize it

it is in such ways besides the effects of stage spectacle
that dr larson lifts the climaxes of the plays to religious
experience superior to that obtainable from a quotation or
ritualized expression repeated so often that it may become only
a dying echo of its original significance the poet s courage
is not only in his willingness to write poetry drama in an un-
poetic age but in his ability to startle the imagination awake
with freshness of images and phrases many of these yield up
their better values only after we have time to ponder them
thus readers of these plays although they will miss much that
the stage spectacles can give them will have their own special
opportunities for enjoyment and inspiration
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